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The way I do this is with Greasemonkey. Greasemonkey, or its Chrome-ish cousin Tampermonkey, has been around forever, and it lets you write custom scripts which it then takes care of loading for you when you visit a specified URL. Great stuff: write your thing as a Greasemonkey script to test it and then when you?re happy, send the script file to the client and you?re done.

There is a little nuance here, though. A Greasemonkey script isn?t exactly the same as a script in the page. This is partially because of browser security restrictions, and partially because GM scripts have certain magic privileged access that scripts in the page don?t have. What this means is that the Greasemonkey script environment is quite sandboxed away; it doesn?t have direct access to stuff in the page, and stuff in the page doesn?t have direct access to it (in the early days, there were security problems where in-page script walked its way back up the object tree until it got hold of one of the magic Greasemonkey objects and then used that to do all sorts of naughty privileged things that it shouldn?t have been able to, and so it all got rigorously sandboxed away to prevent that). So, if the page loads jQuery, say, and you want to use that, then you can?t, because your script is in its own little world with a peephole to the page, and getting hold of in-page objects is awkward. Obviously, your remediation script can?t be relying on any of these magic GM privileges (because it won?t have them when it?s deployed for real), so you don?t intend to use them, but because GM doesn?t know that, it still isolates your script away. Fortunately, there?s a neat little trick to have the best of both worlds;
to create the script in GM to make it easy to test and iterate, but have the script run in the context of the page so it gets the environment it expects.

- **Request for comment: how to collaboratively make trustworthy AI a reality** [4]

  A little over a year ago, I wrote the first of many posts arguing: if we want a healthy internet and a healthy digital society we need to make sure AI is trustworthy. AI, and the large pools of data that fuel it, are central to how computing works today. If we want apps, social networks, online stores and digital government to serve us as people and as citizens we need to make sure the way we build with AI has things like privacy and fairness built in from the get go.

  Since writing that post, a number of us at Mozilla along with literally hundreds of partners and collaborators have been exploring the questions: What do we really mean by ?trustworthy AI?? And, what do we want to do about it?

- **How to overcome distractions (and be more productive)** [5]

  Distractions tempt us at every turn, from an ever-growing library of Netflix titles to video games (Animal Crossing is my current vice) to all of the other far more tantalizing things we could be doing instead of doing what actually needs to be done. Is there any hope to focus on the things that matter in a world that wants us to do everything all the time?

  [...]

  Pocket features prominently in my book Indistractible. I think it?s a fantastic way to use temptation bundling.? Temptation bundling is when we take something that we like to do and we bundle it with something we don?t really like to do, so for me listening to Pocket articles (I love the text-to-speech feature) is the way that I incentivize myself to go on a walk or to do exercise. I listen to articles while I do those things and it has a few benefits. It not only gets me outside (whether it?s exercising outside or indoors), but maybe even more beneficial is the fact that I don?t have to waste time reading articles online because I have a rule that I never read articles online. I only read articles in Pocket or listen to them in Pocket. So there?s a big time win there. I?ve been using Pocket for a very, very long time and I love it.
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